LogicSpell.C06 - Vocabulary
Section 1
brainless, breakable, breakdown, breakfast, breaststroke, breathing, breathless, bridegroom, briefcase,
brilliant, broadband, broadcast, broomstick, brain, brake, brass, brave, bread, break, breed, bribe, brick,
bride, brief, brine, bring, broad, broke, brook, broom broth, brown, brush, brainy, branch, Brazil, breast,
breath, breeze, breezy, bridge, bright, broken, bronze, brooch, browse, bruise, brutal, bracelet, bracket,
braille, bravery, breadth, breathe, brighten, brittle, broaden, broadly, broccoli, brother, browser, bruised.
Section 2
cranberry, creditable, critically, criticise, criticism, crocodile, crosswise, crossword, crucifixion,
crystallise, crack, craft, cramp, crane, crash, crate, crave, crawl, crazy, cream, creep, crime, crisp, croak,
cross, crowd, crown, cruel, crumb, crush, crust, cradle, crater, crayon, creamy, crease, create, credit,
creepy, crisis, critic, cruise, crusty, cracked, cracker, creased, creation, creative, creator, creature,
credible, cremate, cricket, criminal, critical, crossbow, crucial, crucifix, crucify, cruelty, crumble,
crumpled, crunchy, crystal.
Section 3
dragonfly, dramatise, drawbridge, dreadfully, drinkable, draft, drain, drake, drama, dream, dress, dried,
drift, drill, drink, drive, drown, drunk, dryer, dragon, drench, driver, drowsy, drained, dramatic, drastic,
draught, draughty, drawback, drawing, dreadful, dreamer, drenched, dressed, dressing, dribble, drinker,
drizzle, drought, drummer, drunken.
Section 4
fragrance, framework, freephone, frequency, frequently, friendless, friendship, frightening, fruitcake,
fruitless, frustrate, frustrated, frustrating, frail, frame, frank, freak, fresh, fries, frisk, front, frost, froth,
frown, fruit, freeze, Friday, fridge, friend, fringe, frosty, frothy, frozen, fraction, fracture, fragile,
fragment, fragrant, frankly, freedom, freepost, freezer, freshen, freshly, friction, friendly, frighten, frontal,
frosted, fruitful.
Section 5
trademark, tradition, traditional, tragically, trampoline, tranquillise, tranquilliser, transaction, transatlantic,
transcendental, transcontinental, transform, transformation, transformer, transfusion, transitive, translate,
translation, transparent, transplant, transport, traumatic, traveller, treatable, treatment, triangular,
trustworthy, trace, track, trade, train, treat, trend, trial, tribe, trick, tried, troop, truck, truly, trunk, trust,
truth, trader, tragic, trance, travel, treaty, tremor, tribal, tricky, triple, trophy, tropic, tractor, traffic,
tragedy, trailer, trainee, trainer, training, traitor, transfer, transmit, treasure, tremble, triangle, triceps,
tricycle, trigger, trimmer, trivial, trolley, tropical, trouble, trousers, truancy, trumpet, trustful, truthful.
Section 6
practical, practically, practising, pragmatic, precisely, precision, precursor, preferable, pregnancy,
prejudice, premature, prescribe, prescription, presentable, presenter, presently, preservation, president,
pretended, previously, priceless, primitive, privately, privatise, privilege, problematic, procedure,
processor, production, profession, professional, professor, proficient, profitable, prognosis, programmer,
progression, promising, promotion, pronounce, propeller, prophetic, proportion, proportional,
proposition, prosecute, prosecution, prosperity, protection, protective, prototype, provision, prawn,

press, price, prick, pride, prime, print, prior, prize, prong, proof, proud, prove, prune, praise, prayer,
preach, prefer, prefix, pretty, priest, prince, prison, profit, prompt, proper, proton, proven, practice,
practise, preacher, precious, precise, predict, preface, pregnant, premier, prepare, prepared, presence,
present, preserve, pressure, prestige, pretend, prevent, previous, prickle, prickly, primary, princess,
printer, priority, prisoner, privacy, private, probable, probably, problem, proceed, process, produce,
producer, product, profile, program, progress, prohibit, project, prolong, promise, promote, properly,
prophet, proposal, propose, prosaic, prospect, protect, protein, protest, protrude, proverb. provide,
provider, provoke.
Section 7
arbitrate, architect, Argentina, aristocrat, arrogance, artificial, ergonomics, graceless, gradually,
grammatical, grandchild, granddaughter, grandfather, grandmother, grapefruit, grasshopper, grassland,
gravestone, graveyard, gravitate, gravitation, greenhouse, Greenland, ironically, irrational, irregular,
irrelevant, irresistible, irritable, irritating, orchestra, ordinarily, organisation, organised, originally,
originate, ornithologist, Wranglers, wrestling, wristband, arena, Argos, arise, armed, aroma, arrow, erase,
erect, erode, error, erupt, grace, grade, grain, grand, grant, grape, graph, grasp, grass, grate, grave,
gravy, graze, great, greed, green, grief, grill, grind, groin, groom, group, grown, grunt, irony, orbit,
order, organ, urine, wreck, wring, wrist, write, wrong, archer, arctic, armour, armpit, arouse, arrest,
arrive, artful, artist, eraser, graded, granny, grassy, grater, gravel, grease, Greece, greedy, grieve, ground,
ironic, orange, orchid, orient, orphan, urgent, wreath, writer, arbiter, archaic, archery, arguable,
argument, armchair, aromatic, arrange, arrogant, artistic, artless, erection, erosion, erratic, graceful,
gracious, graduate, granary, grandpa, graphic, grateful, gravity, greatly, greenish, greeting, greyish,
grocery, grumble, irrigate, irritate, orbital, orchard, ordinary, organic, organise, organism, organist,
oriental, original, ornament, urbanise, urinate, wreckage, wrestle, wrestler, wrinkle, wrinkled, writing,
written, wrongful, wrongly.
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